[Maturation of interhippocampal responses. Report and localization of inhibitory and excitatory synapses in the horn of Ammon of the young rabbit].
Extracellular recording from hippocampal areas of new-born rabbits up to 3 months of age was carried out to examine the responses evoked by stimulation of the contralateral alveus of CA1. In CA1, the extracellular potential fields show a positive wave whose amplitude is maximal at the somata of the pyramidal cells at any age. This positive wave has the same latency as an inhibitory postsynaptic potential induced in the same conditions and presumably represents inhibition at this level. In stratum oriens and at the top of stratum pyramidale, this positive wave is accompanied by ripples (at a frequency of about 200 c/sec) that are produced by basket cells. These ripples exhibit a very small amplitude up to 10 days of age. This positivity decreases in the depth towards the apical dendrite, reverses at the beginning of stratum radiatum and becomes rapidly negative. A second positive wave with ripples could be recorded from the layer of deep pyramidal cell somata belonging to the underlying CA3-CA4, only after 7 days. It is concluded that, in both the new-born and the adult rabbit, inhibitory synaptic action from contralateral stimulation is present on or close to the pyramidal cell somata, whereas excitatory action is located in the apical dendrites near the main branching.